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JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, has inked an MoU with TimesPro, a subsidiary 
of Times of India group, to attain and strengthen their shared vision of knowledge dissemination 
through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational programmes in the domain of 
management and technology. An official spokesperson of IIM Jammu said, "The partnership aims to 
offer programmes in management, technology and allied areas focused on helping working 
professionals upgrade their skills to meet the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The 
collaboration would work on the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience to 
professionals."  
 
The MoU was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran, chief administrative officer, and Anish Srikrishna 
(virtual mode), president and CEO TimesPro, in the presence of Prof B S Sahay, director, IIM Jammu, 
in a ceremony at Jammu on Tuesday. Others present on the occasion included professor Jabir Ali, 
dean, academics; Dr Pankaj K Agarwal, chairperson, executive education and consultancy; Ashwini 
Kumar Pawar, chief manager, TimesPro, executive education.  
 
Speaking on the occasion, Prof B S Sahay, said: “It is a great opportunity for both IIM Jammu and 
TimesPro and the coming together is sure to bring together great synergies. The collaboration with 
TimesPro will help budding executives and managers of today build their repertoire to lead their 
organization into the future." Prof Sahay hoped that the collaboration will lead to wider access to 
affordable education and will enable them to successfully work towards accomplishing short and 
long36 J&K cops prematurely retired for corruption, inefficiency Crossword term targets, fulfilling 
business objectives, driving performance in the organization, and contributing to the progress of the 
nation.  
 
Anish Srikrishna, President and CEO, TimesPro, in his address underscored that with this strategic 
partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront by 
further growing their repertoire of renowned institutes. "As you all are aware that it is imperative in 
constantly evolving business environments that organizations must plan by identifying potential 
managers within the talent pool." "With the introduction of NEP 2020, education today is bound to 
evolve and pave the way for holistic and multidisciplinary education.  
 
The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to provide professionals with specific insights, vital skills, 
and transformational abilities with decision-making skills for the execution of their work." As part of 
the collaboration, the proposed list of programmes will range from project management, product 
management, digital marketing, leadership and change management, senior management, senior 
leadership, business management, strategy management, data science, applied finance, fintech, 
digital transformation, operations, and supply chain management. 

 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-
timespro/articleshow/94845358.cms 
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Wednesday, 12 October 2022 

IIM Jammu, Times Pro Collaborate for Wider 
Access to Management, Technology Programmes 

The collaboration between IIM Jammu and Times Pro will offer 

programmes in Management, Technology, and allied areas focused on 

helping working professionals 

 

New Delhi:  

The Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu has joined hands with 

Times Pro with the objective to attain and strengthen its shared vision 

through the design, creation, distribution, and delivery of educational 

programmes in the domain of Management and Technology. The 

partnership aims to offer programmes in Management, Technology, and 

allied areas focused on helping working professionals upgrade their skills to 

meet the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. 



The agreement was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran (R), Chief 

Administrative Officer, and Anish Srikrishna, President and CEO Times Pro 

in August in the presence of Professor BS Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu.  

The event was also graced by Professor Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, Dr 

Pankaj K Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy, Dr 

Prateek Jain, Associate Professor, Dr Mahesh Gadekar, Chairperson 

Executive MBA, Dr Jai Kamal, Assistant Professor, Nadeem Younus Zargar, 

AO, EE and C, IIM Jammu, Shri Sunil Sood, Chief Business Officer, Dr 

Nagendra V Chowdary, Head, Academic Content, Ashwini Kumar Pawar, 

Chief Manager, Times PRO, Executive Education, at the Canal Road campus 

of IIM Jammu. 

https://www.ndtv.com/education/iim-jammu-times-pro-collaborate-for-wider-access-management-

technology-

programmes#:~:text=The%20Indian%20Institute%20of%20Management,domain%20of%20Manage

ment%20and%20Technology 
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 Wednesday, 12 October 2022 

IIM Jammu signs agreement with Times PRO 

for programmes in management, technology 

IIM Jammu and Times PRO collaborate to provide working 

professionals training in domains of management and technology 

NEW DELHI: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu signs an agreement with Times 

PRO, a Times of India group subsidiary. The aim of this agreement is to deliver 

educational programmes with a shared vision in areas of management and technology. 

This partnership will be providing programmes in the domains of technology, 

management and related areas with an emphasis of focus in helping 

professionals to upgrade their skill-level to gain opportunities. The collaboration 

will be taking advantage of both the institutions to offer learning experiences to 

professionals. 

As part of the partnership, the institutions will be providing training in various 

programmes including product management, digital marketing, leadership, 

project Management, change management, senior management, senior 

leadership, business management, strategy management, data science, applied 

finance, Fintech, digital transformation, operations, and supply chain 

management. 

 Speaking on the momentous occasion, IIM Jammu director, B S Sahay, said: “At 

IIM Jammu, we focus on our mission to be contextually relevant and develop 

socially conscious leaders, managers, and entrepreneurs who have access to 

world-class academics, and that’s the objective of this meaningful partnership as 

well. I would at this juncture like to extend all possible support to Times Pro for 

strengthening these academic and training programmes through our institute- 

generated knowledge and research.” 
 

Adding to Sahay, president and CEO, Times Pro, Shri Anish Srikrishna, said: “With 

this strategic partnership, Times Pro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class 

faculty and learning to the forefront by further growing our repertoire of 

renowned institutes. As you all are aware that it is imperative in constantly 

evolving business environments, organizations must plan by identifying potential 

managers within the talent pool. The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to 



provide the professionals with specific insights, vital skills, and transformational 

abilities with decision-making skills for the execution of their work.” 
 

https://news.careers360.com/iim-jammu-signs-agreement-with-time-pro-for-programmes-in-

technology-management/amp 
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IIM Jammu to offer programmes for working professionals in Management, 
Technology & allied areas 
3 mins readComment 

 
Anum Ansari 
Assistant Manager – Content 
Updated on Oct 12, 2022 09:20 IST 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programmes as part of the agreement will range 
from Project Management, Product Management, Digital Marketing, Leadership and Change 
Management, Senior Management, Senior Leadership, Business Management, Strategy 
Management, Data Science, Applied Finance, Fintech, Digital Transformation, Operations, and 
Supply Chain Management. 

 

The Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu has joined hands with Times Pro with the 
objective to attain and strengthen its shared vision through the design, creation, distribution, and 
delivery of educational programmes in the domain of Management and Technology. The 
partnership aims to offer programmes in Management, Technology, and allied areas focused on 
helping working professionals upgrade their skills to meet the opportunities offered by a dynamic 
environment. 

The agreement was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran (R), Chief Administrative Officer, and 
Anish Srikrishna, President and CEO Times Pro in August in the presence of Professor BS 
Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu. The event was also graced by Professor Jabir Ali, Dean 
Academics, Dr Pankaj K Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy, Dr 
Prateek Jain, Associate Professor, Dr Mahesh Gadekar, Chairperson Executive MBA, Dr Jai 
Kamal, Assistant Professor, Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO, EE and C, IIM Jammu, Shri Sunil 
Sood, Chief Business Officer, Dr Nagendra V Chowdary, Head, Academic Content, Ashwini 

https://www.shiksha.com/author/AnumAnsari
https://www.shiksha.com/author/AnumAnsari


Kumar Pawar, Chief Manager, Times PRO, Executive Education, at the Canal Road campus of 
IIM Jammu. 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programmes as part of the agreement will range 
from Project Management, Product Management, Digital Marketing, Leadership and Change 
Management, Senior Management, Senior Leadership, Business Management, Strategy 
Management, Data Science, Applied Finance, Fintech, Digital Transformation, Operations, and 
Supply Chain Management. 

Speaking on the momentous occasion, Professor BS Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu said, “It is a 
great opportunity for both IIM Jammu and Times Pro and the coming together is sure to bring 
together great synergies since IIM Jammu has always been on the forefront offering state of the 
art programmes ranging from dual degree programme offered by IIM Jammu and IIT Jammu, 
MBA (HA and HM) with AIIMS Jammu, IIT Jammu, and IIM Jammu. The collaboration with Times 
Pro will help budding executives, and managers of today build their repertoire to lead their 
organization into the future. The collaboration will lead to wider access to affordable education at 
your fingertips. It will enable them to successfully work towards accomplishing short and long-
term targets, fulfilling business objectives, driving performance in the organization, and 
contributing to the progress of the nation.” 

Speaking on the occasion, Anish Srikrishna, President & CEO, Times Pro, said “With this 
strategic partnership, Times Pro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to 
the forefront by further growing our repertoire of renowned institutes. As you all are aware that it 
is imperative in constantly evolving business environments, organizations must plan by 
identifying potential managers within the talent pool. With the introduction of NEP 2020, 
education today is bound to evolve and pave the way for holistic and multidisciplinary education. 
The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to provide the professionals with specific insights, vital 
skills, and transformational abilities with decision-making skills for the execution of their work.” 

Professor Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu said, “The knowledge imparted by our varied 
and experienced faculty would build the capabilities of the learners through a scientific approach 
to the programmes. The programmes offered as part of our collaboration will prepare executives 
to serve their organizations better and prepare them for higher roles in their careers. I look at this 
collaboration to equally contribute to both the organizations in their fast-paced growth and 
broadening the reach and making education easily accessible for all.” 

https://www.shiksha.com/news/iim-jammu-to-offer-programmes-for-working-professionals-in-
management-technology-allied-areas-blogId-104895 
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IIM Jammu partners Times PRO for programs in management, technology 

October 12, 2022 in Higher Education 

 
 

Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu signs an agreement with Times PRO, 

a Times of India group subsidiary. The aim of this agreement is to deliver 

educational programmes with a shared vision in areas of management and 

technology. 

This partnership will be providing programmes in the domains of technology, 

management and related areas with an emphasis in helping professionals to 

upgrade their skill-level to gain opportunities. The collaboration will be taking 

advantage of both the institutions to offer learning experiences to professionals. 

As part of the partnership, the institutions will be providing training in various 

programmes including product management, digital marketing, leadership, 

project Management, change management, senior management, senior 

leadership, business management, strategy management, data science, applied 

finance, Fintech, digital transformation, operations, and supply chain 

management. 

https://apacnewsnetwork.com/2022/10/iim-jammu-partners-times-pro-for-programs-in-management-technology/
https://apacnewsnetwork.com/category/education/edu-higher-education/
https://apacnewsnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/IIM-Jammu-partners-Times-PRO-for-programs-in-management-technology.jpeg
https://apacnewsnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/IIM-Jammu-partners-Times-PRO-for-programs-in-management-technology.jpeg
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Speaking on the momentous occasion, IIM Jammu director, B S Sahay, said: “At 

IIM Jammu, we focus on our mission to be contextually relevant and develop 

socially conscious leaders, managers, and entrepreneurs who have access to world-

class academics, and that’s the objective of this meaningful partnership as well. I 

would at this juncture extend all possible support to Times Pro for strengthening 

these academic and training programmes through our institute- generated 

knowledge and research.” 

Adding to Sahay, president and CEO, Times Pro, Anish Srikrishna, said: “With this 

strategic partnership, Times Pro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty 

and learning to the forefront by further growing our repertoire of renowned 

institutes. As you all are aware that it is imperative in constantly evolving business 

environments, organizations must plan by identifying potential managers within 

the talent pool. The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to provide the 

professionals with specific insights, vital skills, and transformational abilities with 

decision-making skills for the execution of their work.” 

Tags: IIM Jammu 
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Wednesday 12th Sept 2022 

IIM Jammu signs an MoU with Times PRO for wider access to its educational programs in the 
domain of management, technology, and it’s allied areas 

By skilloutlook  /  October 11, 2022  /  Comments Offon IIM Jammu signs an MoU with Times PRO for wider access to 
its educational programs in the domain of management, technology, and it’s allied areas 

Jammu: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu inked an MoU with Times PRO, a 

subsidiary of Times of India Group with an objective to attain and strengthen their shared vision 

through the design, creation, distribution, and delivery of educational programs in the domain 

of management and technology. The partnership aims to offer programmes in Management, 

technology, and allied areas focused on helping working professionals upgrade their skills to 

meet the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would work on 

the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience to professionals. 

The MoU was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran (R), Chief Administrative Officer, and Shri 

Anish Srikrishna, (virtual mode) President and CEO Times Pro in the august presence of Prof. 

B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu. Present on the occasion were Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean 

Academics, Dr. Pankaj K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy,  Dr. 

Prateek Jain, Associate Professor, Dr. Mahesh Gadekar, Chairperson Executive MBA, Dr. Jai 

Kamal, Assistant Professor, Shri Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO, EE & C, IIM Jammu, Shri Sunil 

Sood, Chief Business Officer, Dr. Nagendra V Chowdary, Head, Academic Content, Shri 

Ashwini Kumar Pawar, Chief Manager, Times PRO, Executive Education, at the Canal Road 

campus of IIM Jammu. 

While IIM Jammu is an academic institution of National Importance with expertise in 

curriculum design, content, and world-class faculty, Times Pro under Times Group being a part 

of one of the leading service providers in executive education, knowledge distributor in the 

country and across the globe brings a practitioner’s perspective and world-class education 

accessible to aspiring business leaders of today. 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs as part of the MoU will range from 

Project Management, Product Management, Digital Marketing, Leadership and Change 

Management, Senior Management, Senior Leadership, Business Management, Strategy 

Management, Data Science, Applied Finance, Fintech, Digital Transformation, Operations, 

and Supply chain Management. 

https://skilloutlook.com/author/skilloutlook


Speaking on the momentous occasion, Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu said, “It is a 

great opportunity for both IIM Jammu and Times Pro and the coming together is sure to bring 

together great synergies since IIM Jammu has always been on the forefront offering state of 

the art programmes ranging from Dual Degree Programme offered by IIM Jammu and IIT 

Jammu, MBA (HA & HM) with AIIMS Jammu, IIT Jammu, and IIM Jammu. The 

collaboration with Times Pro will help budding executives, and managers of today build their 

repertoire to lead their organization into the future. The collaboration will lead to wider access 

to affordable education at your fingertips. It will enable them to successfully work towards 

accomplishing short and long-term targets, fulfilling business objectives, driving performance 

in the organization, and contributing to the progress of the nation. 

Adding further he said, “At IIM Jammu, we focus on our mission to be contextually relevant 

and develop socially conscious leaders, managers, and entrepreneurs who have access to world-

class academics, and that’s the objective of this meaningful partnership as well. I would at this 

juncture like to extend all possible support to Times Pro for strengthening these academic and 

training programmes through our institute-generated knowledge and research.” 

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Anish Srikrishna, President & CEO, Times Pro, said “With this 

strategic partnership, Times Pro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning 

to the forefront by further growing our repertoire of renowned institutes.  As you all are aware 

that it is imperative in constantly evolving business environments, organizations must plan by 

identifying potential managers within the talent pool. With the introduction of NEP 2020, 

education today is bound to evolve and pave the way for holistic and multidisciplinary 

education.  The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to provide the professionals with specific 

insights, vital skills, and transformational abilities with decision-making skills for the 

execution of their work.” 

Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu said, “The knowledge imparted by our varied 

and experienced faculty would build the capabilities of the learners through a scientific 

approach to the programmes.  The programmes offered as part of our collaboration will prepare 

executives to serve their organizations better and prepare them for higher roles in their careers. 

I look at this collaboration to equally contribute to both the organizations in their fast-paced 

growth and broadening the reach and making education easily accessible for all.” 

Dr. Pankaj K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy said, “We will be 

offering cutting edge programmes which are contemporary with advanced outlook and thereby 

helping the executives in filling the knowledge and skill gaps, a must for today’s agile 

environment. This is yet another strategic collaboration to enhance the reach of IIM Jammu’s 

high-quality programmes to the learning community.” 

https://skilloutlook.com/education/iim-jammu-signs-an-mou-with-times-pro-for-wider-access-to-its-

educational-programs-in-the-domain-of-management-technology-and-its-allied-areas 
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IIM Jammu signs MoU with Times PRO 

 

 

JAMMU, Oct 11: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu inked an MoU with Times PRO, 

a subsidiary of Times of India Group with an objective to attain and strengthen their shared 

vision through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational programs in the 

domain of management and technology. 

The partnership aims to offer programmes in Management, technology and allied areas 

focused on helping working professionals upgrade their skills to meet the opportunities 

offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would work on the strengths of both 

partners to offer the right learning experience to professionals. 

The MoU was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran (R), Chief Administrative Officer, and Anish 

Srikrishna, (virtual mode) President and CEO Times Pro in the presence of Prof B S Sahay, 

Director, IIM Jammu. Others present on the occasion, included Prof Jabir Ali, Dean Academics; 

Dr Pankaj K Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy, Ashwini Kumar 

Pawar, Chief Manager, Times PRO, Executive Education and others. 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs as part of the MoU will range from 



Project Management, Product Management, Digital Marketing, Leadership and Change 

Management, Senior Management, Senior Leadership, Business Management, Strategy 

Management, Data Science, Applied Finance, Fintech, Digital Transformation, Operations, and 

Supply chain Management. 

Speaking on the occasion, Prof B S Sahay, Director IIM Jammu said: “It is a great opportunity 

for both IIM Jammu and Times Pro and the coming together is sure to bring together great 

synergies. The collaboration with Times Pro will help budding executives, and managers of 

today build their repertoire to lead their organization into the future. The collaboration will 

lead to wider access to affordable education at your fingertips. It will enable them to 

successfully work towards accomplishing short and long-term targets, fulfilling business 

objectives, driving performance in the organization, and contributing to the progress of the 

nation.” 

Speaking on the occasion, Anish Srikrishna, President & CEO, Times Pro, said, “With this 

strategic partnership, Times Pro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning 

to the forefront by further growing our repertoire of renowned institutes.” 

https://www.dailyexcelsior.com/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-times-pro/ 
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Wednesday, 12 October 2022 

IIM Jammu signs MoU with Times 
PRO 

 

 

Jammu: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu inked an MoU 
with Times PRO, a subsidiary of Times of India Groupwith an objective 
to attain and strengthen their shared vision through the design, 
creation, distribution, and delivery of educational programs in the 
domain of management and technology. 

The partnership aims to offer programmes in Management, technology, 
and allied areas focused on helping working professionals upgrade 
their skills to meet the opportunities offered by a dynamic 
environment. The collaboration would work on the strengths of both 
partners to offer the right learning experience to professionals. 

https://www.greaterkashmir.com/todays-paper/jammu-todays-
paper/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-times-pro 
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Wednesday, 12 October 2022 

IIM Jammu signs an MoU with Times Pro for wider access to its 

educational programs in the domain of management, 

technology, and its allied areas. 

11th Oct 2022 Jammu: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu inked an MoU with Times PRO, a 

subsidiary of Times of India Group with an objective to attain and strengthen their shared vision 

through the design, creation,distribution, and delivery of educational programs in the domain of 

management and technology. Thepartnership aims to offer programmes in Management, technology, 

and allied areas focused on helping working professionals upgrade their skills to meet the 

opportunities offered by a dynamic environment.  

The collaboration would work on the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience 

to professionals. The MoU was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran (R), Chief Administrative Officer, 

IIM Jammu, and Shri Anish Srikrishna, (virtual mode) President and CEO, Times Pro in the august 

presence of Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu. Present on the occasion were Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean 

Academics, Dr. Pankaj K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy, Dr. Prateek Jain, 

Associate Professor, Dr. Mahesh Gadekar, Chairperson Executive MBA, Dr. Jai Kamal, Assistant 

Professor, Shri Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO, EE & C, IIM Jammu, Shri Sunil Sood, Chief Business Officer, 

Dr. Nagendra V Chowdary, Head, Academic Content, Shri Ashwini Kumar Pawar, Chief Manager, Times 

Pro, Executive Education, at the Canal Road campus of IIM Jammu.  

While IIM Jammu is an academic institution of National Importance with expertise in curriculum 

design, content, and world-class faculty, Times Pro under Times Group being a part of one of the 

leading service providers in executive education, nowledge distributor in the country and across the 

globe brings a practitioner’s perspective and world-class education accessible to aspiring business 

leaders of today. As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs as part of the MoU will 

range from Project Management, Product Management, Digital Marketing, Leadership and Change 

Management, Senior Management, Senior Leadership, Business Management, Strategy Management, 

Data Science, Applied Finance, Fintech, Digital Transformation, Operations, and Supply chain 

Management.  

Speaking on the momentous occasion, Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu said, “It is a great 

opportunity for both IIM Jammu and Times Pro and the coming together is sure to bring together great 

synergies since IIM Jammu has always been on the forefront offering state of the art programmes 

ranging from Dual Degree Programme offered by IIM Jammu and IIT Jammu, MBA (HA & HM) with 

AIIMS Jammu, IIT Jammu, and IIM Jammu.  

The collaboration with Times Pro will help budding executives, and managers of today build their 

repertoire to lead their organization into the future. The collaboration will lead to wider access to 

affordable education at your fingertips. It will enable them to successfully work towards accomplishing 

short and longterm targets, fulfilling business objectives, driving performance in the organization, and 

contributing to the progress of the nation. Adding further he said, “At IIM Jammu, we focus on our 



mission to be contextually relevant and develop socially conscious leaders, managers, and 

entrepreneurs who have access to world-class academics, and that’s the objective of this meaningful 

partnership as well. I would at this juncture like to extend all possible support to Times Pro for 

strengthening these academic and training programmes through our institutegenerated knowledge 

and research.” 

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Anish Srikrishna, President & CEO, Times Pro, said “With this strategic 

partnership, Times Pro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront by 

further growing our repertoire of renowned institutes. As you all are aware that it is imperative in 

constantly evolving business environments, organizations must plan by identifying potential managers 

within the talent pool. With the introduction of NEP 2020, education today is bound to evolve and 

pave the way for holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to 

provide the professionals with specific insights, vital skills, and transformational abilities with decision-

making skills for the execution of their work.” 

Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu said, “The knowledge imparted by our varied and 

experienced faculty would build the capabilities of the learners through a scientific approach to the 

programmes. The programmes offered as part of our collaboration will prepare executives to serve 

their organizations better and prepare them for higher roles in their careers. I look at this collaboration 

to equally contribute to both the organizations in their fast-paced growth and broadening the reach 

and making education easily accessible for all.”  

Dr. Pankaj K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy said, “We will be offering 

cutting edge programmes which are contemporary with advanced outlook and thereby helping the 

executives in filling the knowledge and skill gaps, a must for today’s agile environment. This is yet 

another strategic collaboration to enhance the reach of IIM Jammu’s high-quality programmes to the 

learning community.” IIM Jammu looks forward to fruitful outcomes out of this collaboration with 

Times Pro. 

https://jknewstoday.com/iim-jammu-signs-an-mou-with-times-pro-for-wider-access-to-its-

educational-programs-in-the-domain-of-managementtechnology-and-its-allied-areas/ 
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Wednesday, 12 October 2022 

 
IIM Jammu signs an MoU with Times PRO for wider access to 
its educational programs  
in the domain of management, technology, and it’s allied areas 

 

Jammu, October 11 (Scoop News)- ndian Institute of Management (IIM) Jammu inked an MoU with 

Times PRO, a subsidiary of Times of India Group with an objective to attain and strengthen their shared 

vision through the design, creation, distribution, and delivery of educational programs in the domain 

of management and technology. The partnership aims to offer programmes in Management, 

technology, and allied areas focused on helping working professionals upgrade their skills to meet the 

opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would work on the strengths of 

both partners to offer the right learning experience to professionals. 

The MoU was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran (R), Chief Administrative Officer, and Shri Anish 

Srikrishna, (virtual mode) President and CEO Times Pro in the august presence of Prof. B.S. Sahay, 

Director, IIM Jammu. Present on the occasion were Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, Dr. Pankaj K. 

Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy, Dr. Prateek Jain, Associate Professor, Dr. 

Mahesh Gadekar, Chairperson Executive MBA, Dr. Jai Kamal, Assistant Professor, Shri Nadeem Younus 

Zargar, AO, EE & C, IIM Jammu, Shri Sunil Sood, Chief Business Officer, Dr. Nagendra V Chowdary, 

Head, Academic Content, Shri Ashwini Kumar Pawar, Chief Manager, Times PRO, Executive Education, 

at the Canal Road campus of IIM Jammu. 

While IIM Jammu is an academic institution of National Importance with expertise in curriculum 

design, content, and world-class faculty, Times Pro under Times Group being a part of one of the 

leading service providers in executive education, knowledge distributor in the country and across the 

globe brings a practitioner’s perspective and world-class education accessible to aspiring business 

leaders of today. 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs as part of the MoU will range from Project 

Management, Product Management, Digital Marketing, Leadership and Change Management, Senior 

Management, Senior Leadership, Business Management, Strategy Management, Data Science, 

Applied Finance, Fintech, Digital Transformation, Operations, and Supply chain Management. 

Speaking on the momentous occasion, Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu said, “It is a great 

opportunity for both IIM Jammu and Times Pro and the coming together is sure to bring together great 

synergies since IIM Jammu has always been on the forefront offering state of the art programmes 

ranging from Dual Degree Programme offered by IIM Jammu and IIT Jammu, MBA (HA & HM) with 

AIIMS Jammu, IIT Jammu, and IIM Jammu. The collaboration with Times Pro will help budding 

executives, and managers of today build their repertoire to lead their organization into the future. The 

collaboration will lead to wider access to affordable education at your fingertips. It will enable them 

http://www.scoopnews.in/det.aspx?q=117629
http://www.scoopnews.in/det.aspx?q=117629


to successfully work towards accomplishing short and long-term targets, fulfilling business objectives, 

driving performance in the organization, and contributing to the progress of the nation. 

Adding further he said, “At IIM Jammu, we focus on our mission to be contextually relevant and 

develop socially conscious leaders, managers, and entrepreneurs who have access to world-class 

academics, and that’s the objective of this meaningful partnership as well. I would at this juncture like 

to extend all possible support to Times Pro for strengthening these academic and training programmes 

through our institute-generated knowledge and research.” 

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Anish Srikrishna, President & CEO, Times Pro, said “With this strategic 

partnership, Times Pro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront by 

further growing our repertoire of renowned institutes. As you all are aware that it is imperative in 

constantly evolving business environments, organizations must plan by identifying potential managers 

within the talent pool. With the introduction of NEP 2020, education today is bound to evolve and 

pave the way for holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to 

provide the professionals with specific insights, vital skills, and transformational abilities with decision-

making skills for the execution of their work.” 

Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu said, “The knowledge imparted by our varied and 

experienced faculty would build the capabilities of the learners through a scientific approach to the 

programmes. The programmes offered as part of our collaboration will prepare executives to serve 

their organizations better and prepare them for higher roles in their careers. I look at this collaboration 

to equally contribute to both the organizations in their fast-paced growth and broadening the reach 

and making education easily accessible for all.” 

Dr. Pankaj K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy said, “We will be offering 

cutting edge programmes which are contemporary with advanced outlook and thereby helping the 

executives in filling the knowledge and skill gaps, a must for today’s agile environment. This is yet 

another strategic collaboration to enhance the reach of IIM Jammu’s high-quality programmes to the 

learning community.” 

IIM Jammu looks forward to fruitful outcomes out of this collaboration with Times Pro. 

http://www.scoopnews.in/det.aspx?q=117629 
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IIM Jammu signs MoU with TimesPro | India News  

BySamarthPophale 

October 14, 2022 

 

JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, has inked an MoU with TimesPro, a 

subsidiary of Times of India group, to attain and strengthen their shared vision of knowledge 

dissemination through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational programmes 

in the domain of management and technology. 

 

An official spokesperson of IIM Jammu said, “The partnership aims to offer programmes in 

management, technology and allied areas focused on helping working professionals upgrade their 

skills to meet the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would work 

on the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience to professionals.” 

The MoU was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran, chief administrative officer, and Anish Srikrishna 

(virtual mode), president and CEO TimesPro, in the presence of Prof B S Sahay, director, IIM Jammu, 

in a ceremony at Jammu on Tuesday. Others present on the occasion included professor Jabir Ali, 

dean, academics; Dr Pankaj K Agarwal, chairperson, executive education and consultancy; Ashwini 

Kumar Pawar, chief manager, TimesPro, executive education. 

 

Speaking on the occasion, Prof B S Sahay, said: “It is a great opportunity for both IIM Jammu and 

TimesPro and the coming together is sure to bring together great synergies. The collaboration with 

https://finnoexpert.com/author/samarthpophale/


TimesPro will help budding executives and managers of today build their repertoire to lead their 

organization into the future.” 

 

Prof Sahay hoped that the collaboration will lead to wider access to affordable education and will 

enable them to successfully work towards accomplishing short and long-term targets, fulfilling 

business objectives, driving performance in the organization, and contributing to the progress of 

the nation. 

 

Anish Srikrishna, president and CEO, TimesPro, in his address underscored that with this strategic 

partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront 

by further growing their repertoire of renowned institutes. “As you all are aware that it is imperative 

in constantly evolving business environments that organizations must plan by identifying potential 

managers within the talent pool.” “With the introduction of NEP 2020, education today is bound to 

evolve and pave the way for holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM 

Jammu is sure to provide professionals with specific insights, vital skills, and transformational 

abilities with decision-making skills for the execution of their work.” 

 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programmes will range from project management, 

product management, digital marketing, leadership and change management, senior 

management, senior leadership, business management, strategy management, data science, 

applied finance, fintech, digital transformation, operations, and supply chain management. 

https://finnoexpert.com/2022/10/14/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-timespro-india-news-times-of-

india/ 
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Friday 14th Oct 2022 

IIM Jammu signs MoU with TimesPro | India News 

ByOctober 14, 2022 Read Time:2 Minute, 49 Second 

JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, has inked an MoU with TimesPro, a 

subsidiary of Times of India group, to attain and strengthen their shared vision of knowledge 

dissemination through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational programmes 

in the domain of management and technology. 

 

An official spokesperson of IIM Jammu said, “The partnership aims to offer programmes in 

management, technology and allied areas focused on helping working professionals upgrade their 

skills to meet the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would work 

on the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience to professionals.” 

 

The MoU was signed by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran, chief administrative officer, and Anish Srikrishna 

(virtual mode), president and CEO TimesPro, in the presence of Prof B S Sahay, director, IIM Jammu, 

in a ceremony at Jammu on Tuesday. Others present on the occasion included professor Jabir Ali, 

dean, academics; Dr Pankaj K Agarwal, chairperson, executive education and consultancy; Ashwini 

Kumar Pawar, chief manager, TimesPro, executive education. 

 

Speaking on the occasion, Prof B S Sahay, said: “It is a great opportunity for both IIM Jammu and 

TimesPro and the coming together is sure to bring together great synergies. The collaboration with 

TimesPro will help budding executives and managers of today build their repertoire to lead their 

organization into the future.” 

 

Prof Sahay hoped that the collaboration will lead to wider access to affordable education and will 

enable them to successfully work towards accomplishing short and long-term targets, fulfilling 

business objectives, driving performance in the organization, and contributing to the progress of 

the nation. 

 

Anish Srikrishna, president and CEO, TimesPro, in his address underscored that with this strategic 

partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront 

by further growing their repertoire of renowned institutes. “As you all are aware that it is imperative 

in constantly evolving business environments that organizations must plan by identifying potential 

managers within the talent pool.” 

 “With the introduction of NEP 2020, education today is bound to evolve and pave the way for 

holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM Jammu is sure to provide 



professionals with specific insights, vital skills, and transformational abilities with decision-making 

skills for the execution of their work.” 

 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programmes will range from project management, 

product management, digital marketing, leadership and change management, senior 

management, senior leadership, business management, strategy management, data science, 

applied finance, fintech, digital transformation, operations, and supply chain management. 

https://engnews.g7tamil.in/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-timespro-india-news/ 
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IIM Jammu signs MoU with 
TimesPro | India News 
 OCT 13, 2022    

 

JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, signed a memorandum of understanding with 

TimesPro, a subsidiary of the Times of India group, to achieve and strengthen their shared vision of 

disseminating knowledge through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational 

programs in the domain of management and technology.  

 

An official spokesman for IIM Jammu said: “The partnership aims to offer programs in management, 

technology and related areas focused on helping working professionals improve their skills to take 

advantage of the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would build on 

the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience. to professionals”. 

 

The MoU was signed by Major Kesavan Baskkaran, Managing Director, and Anish Srikrishna (virtual 

mode), TimesPro President and CEO, in the presence of Professor BS Sahay, Director of IIM Jammu, at 

a ceremony in Jammu on Tuesday. Others present on the occasion included Professor Jabir Ali, 

Academic Dean; Dr. Pankaj K Agarwal, President, Executive Education and Consulting; Ashwini Kumar 

Pawar, Chief Manager, TimesPro, Executive Education. 

 

Speaking on the occasion, Professor BS Sahay said: “This is a great opportunity for both IIM Jammu 

and TimesPro and the union is sure to create great synergies. The collaboration with TimesPro will 

help today’s budding executives and managers build their repertoire to guide their organization into 

the future.” 

 

Professor Sahay hoped that the collaboration would lead to wider access to affordable education and 

enable them to work successfully to achieve short-term and long-term goals, meet business goals, 

drive performance across the organization and contribute to the nation’s progress. 

 

Anish Srikrishna, President and CEO of TimesPro, underlined in his speech that with this strategic 

partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront by 

further growing its repertoire of renowned institutes. “As everyone knows, it is imperative in ever-

evolving business environments that organizations must plan by identifying potential managers within 

the talent pool.” “With the introduction of NEP 2020, current education is destined to evolve and pave 



the way for a holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM Jammu will surely 

provide professionals with specific knowledge, vital skills and transformational skills with decision-

making skills for the execution of their work.” 

 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs will range from project management, 

product management, digital advertising leadership and change management, top management, top 

management, business management, strategic management, data science applied Finance, financial 

technology digital transformation, operations and supply chain management. 

https://www.adeex.in/news/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-timespro-india-news/ 
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Thursday 13th Sept 2022 

IIM Jammu indicators MoU 
with TimesPro 
Press RoomOctober 13, 2022 

JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, has actually tattooed an 
MoU with TimesPro, a subsidiary of Times of India team, to acquire and also 
reinforce their common vision of expertise circulation with the style, 
development, circulation and also shipment of instructional programs in the 
domain name of administration and also innovation. 
 

An main speaker of IIM Jammu stated, “The partnership aims to offer 
programmes in management, technology and allied areas focused on helping 
working professionals upgrade their skills to meet the opportunities offered by 
a dynamic environment. The collaboration would work on the strengths of both 
partners to offer the right learning experience to professionals.” 
The MoU was authorized by Cmdr Kesavan Baskkaran, primary management 
policeman, and also Anish Srikrishna (online setting), head of state and also 
chief executive officer TimesPro, in the existence of Prof B S Sahay, supervisor, 
IIM Jammu, in an event at Jammu on Tuesday. Others existing on the 
celebration consisted of teacher Jabir Ali, dean, academics; Dr Pankaj K 
Agarwal, chairperson, exec education and learning and also working as a 
consultant; Ashwini Kumar Pawar, primary supervisor, TimesPro, executive 
education and learning. 

 
 

https://envoypost.in/author/pressroom/


Speaking on the celebration, Prof B S Sahay, stated: “It is a fantastic chance for 
both IIM Jammu and also TimesPro and also the integrating makes certain to 
unite excellent harmonies. The partnership with TimesPro will certainly aid 
budding execs and also supervisors these days construct their collection to 
lead their company right into the future.” 

 
Prof Sahay hoped that the collaboration will lead to wider access to affordable 
education and will enable them to successfully work towards accomplishing 
short and long-term targets, fulfilling business objectives, driving performance 
in the organization, and contributing to the progress of the nation. 
 

Anish Srikrishna, president and CEO, TimesPro, in his address underscored that 
with this strategic partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class 
faculty and learning to the forefront by further growing their repertoire of 
renowned institutes. “As you all realize that it is important in frequently 
progressing company settings that companies should intend by recognizing 
possible supervisors within the ability swimming pool.” “With the intro of NEP 
2020, education and learning today is bound to develop and also lead the way 
for all natural and also multidisciplinary education and learning.  

As component of the partnership, the recommended checklist of programs will 
certainly vary from task administration, item administration, electronic 
advertising, management and also adjustment administration, elderly 
administration, elderly management, company administration, technique 
administration, information scientific research, used money, fintech, electronic 
change, procedures, and also supply chain administration. Impo 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Friday 14th Sept 2022 

IIM Jammu signs MoU with 

TimesPro 
JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, signed a memorandum of understanding with 

TimesPro, a subsidiary of the Times of India group, to achieve and strengthen their shared vision of 

disseminating knowledge through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational 

programs in the domain of management and technology.  

 

An official spokesman for IIM Jammu said: “The partnership aims to offer programs in management, 

technology and related areas focused on helping working professionals improve their skills to take 

advantage of the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would build on 

the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience. to professionals”. 

 

The MoU was signed by Major Kesavan Baskkaran, Managing Director, and Anish Srikrishna (virtual 

mode), TimesPro President and CEO, in the presence of Professor BS Sahay, Director of IIM Jammu, at 

a ceremony in Jammu on Tuesday. Others present on the occasion included Professor Jabir Ali, 

Academic Dean; Dr. Pankaj K Agarwal, President, Executive Education and Consulting; Ashwini Kumar 

Pawar, Chief Manager, TimesPro, Executive Education. 

 

Speaking on the occasion, Professor BS Sahay said: “This is a great opportunity for both IIM Jammu 

and TimesPro and the union is sure to create great synergies. The collaboration with TimesPro will 

help today’s budding executives and managers build their repertoire to guide their organization into 

the future.” 

 

Professor Sahay hoped that the collaboration would lead to wider access to affordable education and 

enable them to work successfully to achieve short-term and long-term goals, meet business goals, 

drive performance across the organization and contribute to the nation’s progress. 

 

Anish Srikrishna, President and CEO of TimesPro, underlined in his speech that with this strategic 

partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront by 

further growing its repertoire of renowned institutes. “As everyone knows, it is imperative in ever-

evolving business environments that organizations must plan by identifying potential managers within 

the talent pool.” “With the introduction of NEP 2020, current education is destined to evolve and pave 

the way for a holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM Jammu will surely 

provide professionals with specific knowledge, vital skills and transformational skills with decision-

making skills for the execution of their work.” 



 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs will range from project management, 

product management, digital advertisingleadership and change management, top management, top 

management, business management, strategic management, data science applied Finance, financial 

technology digital transformation, operations and supply chain management. 

https://zaalopus.com/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-timespro 

rtant abilities, and also transformational capacities with decision-making 
abilities for the implementation of their job.” 
As component of the partnership, the recommended checklist of programs will 
certainly vary from task administration, item administration, electronic 
advertising, management and also adjustment administration, elderly 
administration, elderly management, company administration, technique 
administration, information scientific research, used money, fintech, electronic 
change, procedures, and also supply chain administration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Friday 14th Sept 2022 

IIM Jammu signs MoU with TimesPro 

JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, signed a memorandum of understanding with 

TimesPro, a subsidiary of the Times of India group, to achieve and strengthen their shared vision of 

disseminating knowledge through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational 

programs in the domain of management and technology.  

 

An official spokesman for IIM Jammu said: “The partnership aims to offer programs in management, 

technology and related areas focused on helping working professionals improve their skills to take 

advantage of the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would build on 

the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience. to professionals”. 

 

The MoU was signed by Major Kesavan Baskkaran, Managing Director, and Anish Srikrishna (virtual 

mode), TimesPro President and CEO, in the presence of Professor BS Sahay, Director of IIM Jammu, at 

a ceremony in Jammu on Tuesday. Others present on the occasion included Professor Jabir Ali, 

Academic Dean; Dr. Pankaj K Agarwal, President, Executive Education and Consulting; Ashwini Kumar 

Pawar, Chief Manager, TimesPro, Executive Education. 

 

Speaking on the occasion, Professor BS Sahay said: “This is a great opportunity for both IIM Jammu 

and TimesPro and the union is sure to create great synergies. The collaboration with TimesPro will 

help today’s budding executives and managers build their repertoire to guide their organization into 

the future.” 

 

Professor Sahay hoped that the collaboration would lead to wider access to affordable education and 

enable them to work successfully to achieve short-term and long-term goals, meet business goals, 

drive performance across the organization and contribute to the nation’s progress. 

 

Anish Srikrishna, President and CEO of TimesPro, underlined in his speech that with this strategic 

partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront by 

further growing its repertoire of renowned institutes. “As everyone knows, it is imperative in ever-

evolving business environments that organizations must plan by identifying potential managers within 

the talent pool.” “With the introduction of NEP 2020, current education is destined to evolve and pave 

the way for a holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM Jammu will surely 

provide professionals with specific knowledge, vital skills and transformational skills with decision-

making skills for the execution of their work.” 

 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs will range from project management, 

product management, digital advertisingleadership and change management, top management, top 



management, business management, strategic management, data science applied Finance, financial 

technology digital transformation, operations and supply chain management. 

https://urallnews.com/iim-jammu-signs-mou-with-timesprofessional-india-news/ 
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Friday 14th Sept 2022 

IIM Jammu signs MoU with TimesPro 

JAMMU: Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Jammu, signed a memorandum of understanding with 

TimesPro, a subsidiary of the Times of India group, to achieve and strengthen their shared vision of 

disseminating knowledge through the design, creation, distribution and delivery of educational 

programs in the domain of management and technology.  

 

An official spokesman for IIM Jammu said: “The partnership aims to offer programs in management, 

technology and related areas focused on helping working professionals improve their skills to take 

advantage of the opportunities offered by a dynamic environment. The collaboration would build on 

the strengths of both partners to offer the right learning experience. to professionals”. 

 

The MoU was signed by Major Kesavan Baskkaran, Managing Director, and Anish Srikrishna (virtual 

mode), TimesPro President and CEO, in the presence of Professor BS Sahay, Director of IIM Jammu, at 

a ceremony in Jammu on Tuesday. Others present on the occasion included Professor Jabir Ali, 

Academic Dean; Dr. Pankaj K Agarwal, President, Executive Education and Consulting; Ashwini Kumar 

Pawar, Chief Manager, TimesPro, Executive Education. 

 

Speaking on the occasion, Professor BS Sahay said: “This is a great opportunity for both IIM Jammu 

and TimesPro and the union is sure to create great synergies. The collaboration with TimesPro will 

help today’s budding executives and managers build their repertoire to guide their organization into 

the future.” 

 

Professor Sahay hoped that the collaboration would lead to wider access to affordable education and 

enable them to work successfully to achieve short-term and long-term goals, meet business goals, 

drive performance across the organization and contribute to the nation’s progress. 

 

Anish Srikrishna, President and CEO of TimesPro, underlined in his speech that with this strategic 

partnership, TimesPro will now bring IIM Jammu’s world-class faculty and learning to the forefront by 

further growing its repertoire of renowned institutes. “As everyone knows, it is imperative in ever-

evolving business environments that organizations must plan by identifying potential managers within 

the talent pool.” “With the introduction of NEP 2020, current education is destined to evolve and pave 

the way for a holistic and multidisciplinary education. The collaboration with IIM Jammu will surely 

provide professionals with specific knowledge, vital skills and transformational skills with decision-

making skills for the execution of their work.” 



 

As part of the collaboration, the proposed list of programs will range from project management, 

product management, digital advertising leadership and change management, top management, top 

management, business management, strategic management, data science applied Finance, financial 

technology digital transformation, operations and supply chain management. 

 

https://newscollector.net/index.php/news/58934/News/October-13-2022/IIM-Jammu-signs-MoU-

with-TimesPro 
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